Introduction

Component Overview

Welcome to A Game of Thrones, a card game of
conquest, battle, intrigue, and betrayal based on
George R.R. Martin’s bestselling A Song of Ice
and Fire fantasy novel series. This Core Game
provides a fresh start to the A Game of Thrones
(AGoT) card game for new players and experienced players alike.

Cards

Each player represents one of the six Great
Houses of Westeros vying for control of the Iron
Throne and power over the people of the Seven
Kingdoms.

The AGoT Core Game features 220 cards divided
into four unique decks that are playable right out
of the box: one of House Stark, one of House
Lannister, one of House Baratheon, and one
of House Targaryen. House cards for the other
Great Houses (Greyjoy and Martell) are included
as well as six reference cards for the titles.

Power is gained by winning challenges against
an opponent’s House. There are three types of
challenges: military (@), intrigue (#), and
power ($).
The first player to gain 15 power wins the game.

The Living Card Game
The A Game of Thrones card game is a four player experience that can be played using only the
contents of this Core Game. In addition, A Game
of Thrones is also a Living Card Game (LCG),
and your enjoyment and experience of the game
can be customized and enhanced through the
addition of regularly released 40-card expansions, called Chapter Packs. Each Chapter Pack
provides you with new options and strategies for
each of the decks in this set, as well as cards you
can use to build original decks of your very own.

Components
Your copy of the A Game of Thrones Core Game
should include the following components.
•

This Rulebook

•

220 Cards, divided into 4 decks (Stark, Lannister, Baratheon, Targaryen)

• 1 Game Board
• 60 Power Counters
• 44 Gold Dragon Tokens
• 6 Title Figures
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Game Board
The game board features three areas: the Throne
Room, the Treasury, and the Small Council
Chamber. During the game, power counters
are taken from the Throne Room, Gold Dragon
counters are taken from the Treasury, and Multiplayer Title figures are selected from the Small
Council Chamber.

Power Counters

The Six Great Houses

Players place power counters on their House cards,
characters, and locations
when they claim power
during the course of the
game. Generally, the first
player to collect 15 power
counters wins the game.

In the AGoT card game, each player takes on the
role of one of six Great Houses depicted in the
A Song of Ice and Fire series.

Gold Dragon Tokens
Gold Dragon tokens are used to keep track of
each player’s gold throughout the course of the
game. Gold is used to play cards, to pay for effects, and to fuel some card abilities.

House Baratheon
House Lannister
House Stark
House Targaryen
House Greyjoy

Title Figures
Each of these figures represents a title (or role)
in the world of Westeros that players utilize for
a part of the game. A title is selected from the
Small Council Chamber and placed on or near a
player’s House card to signify that that player has
chosen that title.

House Martell
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Card Types

Card Anatomy Key

There are eight different types of cards in the A
Game of Thrones card game: Characters, Locations, Attachments, Events, Plots, House Cards,
Agendas, and Multiplayer Titles.

1. Gold Cost: The amount of gold you must
spend from your gold pool to play this card.

House Cards
Each player chooses to play one of the six Great
Houses, and this choice is signified by that player’s House card. Each House card has its House
name and House shield printed on it. Other cards
affiliated with a House will have the same shield
and background color as that House card. Cards
with no shields and a tan-colored background are
neutral cards and belong to no House.

2. House Shield: Indicates the House this card
belongs to. The card’s background color also
indicates this. Neutral cards have a blank shield.
3. Title: The name of this card. A card with a
banner icon (*) next to its title is unique.
4. Strength (STR): The effectiveness of a character during challenges.
5. Challenge Icons: Indicates the types of challenges this character may participate in as an
attacker or defender. They are:
@ Military challenges (axe)
# Intrigue challenges (eye)
$ Power challenges (crown)
6. Traits: Text designators that, while carrying
no rules in themselves, may be affected by other
cards in play. Examples: Lord, Lady, Knight,
Maester, House Tully.
7. Rules Text: The special abilities unique to this
particular card.
8. Crests: Visual designators that, while carrying
no rules in themselves, may be affected by other
cards in play. The 4 crests are:
\ Holy } Learned
{ Noble < War
9. Income: How much gold this plot card
provides.
10. Initiative: Determines whether or not you
choose which player acts first this round.
11. Claim Value: How much damage you do
when you win a challenge as the attacker.
12. Set Icon and Collector Number: Every
AGoT card has an icon denoting the set it belongs
to, as well as a unique identification number
within that set.
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Characters

Attachments

When in play, characters participate in challenges against other players by either attacking
or defending. Character cards are easily distinguishable since they are the only cards with
Strength (STR).

Attachments are played underneath other cards
(either yours or an opponent’s) already in play
and modify them with their rules text. Most attachments are played on characters, but some are
played on other types of cards. Attachments are
discarded from play if the card they are attached
to leaves play for any reason (such as being
killed, discarded, or returned to your hand or
deck). Attachment cards are distinguished by a
chainmail pattern around the title.
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Locations
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When in play, locations provide you with benefits to your House as indicated in their rules
text. Some locations will provide you with extra
gold income (denoted by a large gold coin), some
reduce the cost of playing cards, others may give
you special triggered abilities, etc. Locations
usually form the backbone of your playing area,
and do not participate in challenges. Locations
have a “map” or “parchment” pattern surrounding the title.
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Events
Event cards are played from your hand for their
text effect. After an event card effect has been resolved, it is immediately placed into your discard
pile. Though many events’ text abilities refer to
a specific House, events are always considered
neutral. Event cards are distinguished by a bird
pattern to the left of their rules text.
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Plot Cards

Agendas

These cards are kept in a separate deck (your plot
deck) and represent your short-term strategies. At
the beginning of each round each player selects
a single plot card from his or her plot deck to use
for the round.

These cards are permanent modifiers to your
House card, giving you access to new specialized
powers and appropriate limitations.
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Before you start the game, you may choose a
single agenda and place it beside your House
card to gain its benefits (and drawbacks) for the
entire game. Agendas cannot be removed from
the game by any card effects and are not considered to be in play.
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Title Reference Cards
These cards can be used as a quick reference to
the capabilities of the six titles in the game. They
are easily distinguishable from your other cards
since they have a red back instead of the standard
(dark blue) AGoT card back.
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Special Icons in Rules Text

Influence

Income Bonuses and Penalties

Influence is a special resource provided by many
locations and characters. The amount of influence provided by a card is denoted as a number
in a scroll icon, which is found inside the text
box of some cards. For example, a character that
provides 2 influence would have the number 2
inside its scroll.

Some cards (mostly locations) have a large gold
coin marked with a value of +X or -X in their
rules text. These cards modify the income value
on your revealed plot card, even when kneeling.

+1
Initiative Bonuses
Some cards have large copper diamonds with a
+X value in their rules text. These cards raise the
initiative value on your revealed plot, even when
kneeling. Your total initiative is the sum of your
revealed plot card’s initiative value and all initiative bonuses provided by cards you control.

+1

1
When an event or triggered ability requires you
to kneel a certain amount of influence, you must
kneel characters or locations that provide at least
that much total influence. Any remaining influence you kneel is lost. This means you cannot
save influence that was “overpaid” after kneeling
an influence-providing card to pay for an effect.
Example: The character card Arya Stark states:
“Any Phase: Kneel 1 influence to choose a character with stealth or renown. Until the end of the
phase, that character loses those keywords, and
Arya Stark gains any keyword that was lost in
this way.” In order to use this effect, you must
first kneel characters or locations that provide at
least 1 point of influence. If you kneel a card that
provides 2 influence, that will pay this cost, but
the “overpaid” influence is lost.
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For Your First Game
The first time you play the AGoT Core Game,
you will need to find three opponents. Each
player must choose to use either the Stark deck,
the Lannister deck, the Baratheon deck, or the
Targaryen deck. All the cards in the Stark deck
have an “S” before their collector number, all
the cards in the Lannister deck have an “L”
before their collector number, all the cards in the
Baratheon deck have a “B” before their collector
number, and all the cards in the Targaryen deck
have a “T” before their collector number.
After you have found your opponents, follow the
instructions below:
1) Give one of the four decks to each player. You
should keep these decks separated once they are
unwrapped.
2) Find your House card. You will be playing that
House.
3) Separate the seven plot cards from your House
deck. These will form your plot deck for your
first game.
4) Remove any other House cards, and the Multiplayer Title cards from your deck. The other
House cards (House Greyjoy and House Martell)
will not be used for this game. The Multiplayer
Title cards can be used as a quick reference to
the effects and abilities of the Titles, but are not a
part of your deck.

After this short sorting process, you should now
have a House deck (filled with event, character,
location, and attachment cards) and a plot deck
(of exactly seven plot cards). You are now ready
to begin!

Game Setup
Before you begin each game of AGoT, follow
these quick steps in order:
1. Arrange game board

Place the game board centrally in the play area
so it can be easily reached by all players. Place
at least 15 power counters per player in the
Throne Room. These represent power that can
be claimed by characters and House cards during
the game. Then, place at least 10 Gold Dragon tokens per player in the Treasury. These represent
the gold that each player receives in the marshalling phase and uses to play cards from hand, to
fuel card abilities, and to pay for card effects. If
the Throne Room runs out of power counters or
if the Treasury runs out of Gold Dragon tokens
during the game, simply add more. Finally, place
the Multiplayer Title figures in their corresponding areas in the Small Council Chamber. The
figures represent the titles that each player will
choose each round.
2. Separate your House deck and plot deck

Characters, locations, attachments, and events
go into your House deck. Your plot deck must
consist of exactly 7 different plot cards.
3. Declare your House and agenda

Randomly determine which player will be the
first player. This player now announces which
House card and agenda (if any) he or she will
use for this game. Then all opponents, in clockwise order, do the same. Note that more than one
player may play the same House and agenda.
4. Shuffle your House deck

As you would with a deck of playing cards,
shuffle the cards in your House deck until they
are sufficiently randomized.
5. Draw your setup hand

Draw 7 cards from your House deck into your
hand.
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6. Place setup cards

Key (Game Set Up)

The first player places his setup cards first, followed by other players in clockwise order. When
placing your setup cards, you may place up to 5
gold worth of characters and/or location cards
from your hand facedown in front of you. You
may not place attachments during this step unless they include the “Setup” keyword in their
game text; your setup must also include valid
targets for such attachments. You may only place
one card with the “Limited” keyword during this
step and you may not place duplicates of unique
cards (see page 15). Cards affiliated with a different House (than the House you are playing)
cost 2 additional gold to play (this is called a
gold penalty, see page 11). After all players have
placed their setup cards in front of them, all the
cards are simultaneously revealed.

1. Game board

Note: Cards are considered neither “played”
nor “put into play” when revealed during setup.
Thus, any card effect that triggers after being
played from your hand or when “put into play”
will not trigger when revealed during setup.

2. Draw deck
3. Plot deck
4. House card
5. Throne Room (power pool)
6. Treasury (Gold Dragon tokens)
7. Multiplayer titles

7. Draw opening hand

All players draw cards until they have 7 cards in
their hands once more.
The game is now ready to begin.
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Suggested Play Area
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Key (Suggested Play Area)
1. Your revealed plot card
2. Your plot deck
3. Your characters in play
4. Your locations
5. Your House card
6. Your House deck
7. Your discard pile
8. Your dead pile
9. Your claimed power
10. Your gold pool
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Round Sequence
The game takes place over several rounds, each
divided into seven phases. Most phases are
played simultaneously by all players, with the
exception of the marshalling and the challenges
phases. During these two phases, players act
separately, with the first player acting first, and
play proceeding clockwise around the table.
The seven phases are, in order:
1. Plot
2. Draw
3. Marshalling
4. Challenges
5. Dominance
6. Standing
7. Taxation

card, place it on top of your previously revealed
plot card. (All plot cards under your currently
revealed plot card are considered your “used”
plots.) If this was the last card in your plot deck,
return all your previously played plots (except
the one just revealed) to your plot deck after your
revealed plot has taken effect.
After the plot cards are revealed, first determine
who wins the initiative. The player with the
highest total initiative (the sum of his plot card’s
initiative and any initiative bonuses on cards he
or she controls) wins initiative. In case of a tie,
the tied player with the least amount of claimed
power in total (between his House and his characters) wins initiative. If both players are still
tied, then the winner of initiative must be determined randomly.
The player who wins initiative chooses who
will act first during all subsequent phases of the
round. The chosen player becomes the new first
player.
Play always starts with the first player, and proceeds clockwise. And finally, when multiple passive effects occur simultaneously, the first player
determines the order in which these effects are
resolved.
Step 2: Select Titles

Phase 1: Plot
The plot phase is played in two steps:
1. Choose and reveal plot cards
2. Select Titles
Plot Phase, Step 1: Choose and Reveal Plot Cards

Each player simultaneously chooses and reveals
one plot card from his plot deck. Plot cards are
kept in three states: in the plot deck, revealed,
and used. When you reveal a plot card during
the plot phase, it moves from your plot deck to
a revealed state. When you reveal a new plot

The first player selects one of the titles, from
the Small Council Chamber, to use for the rest
of that round, and places that title’s corresponding figure on or near his House card. Proceeding clockwise from the first player, each player
chooses one of the remaining titles to use for that
round. Any titles not chosen are not used that
round.
Titles give each player a unique advantage and
simultaneously create relationships among the
players. They are not considered to be in play,
and their effects cannot be canceled. Their
particular effects are detailed on the following
pages.
The terms and symbols associated with the titles,
along with a complete explanation of their effects
on the game, are discussed in detail on pages
16-18 of this rulebook.
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Phase 2: Draw
Players draw 2 cards from their House deck, and
add them to their hand. If you have no cards remaining in your House deck, you may not draw.

Phase 3: Marshalling (NEW)
The player currently taking his turn and marshalling cards is referred to as the active player. The
first player completes all his marshalling, then
it is the next player’s turn, etc. Only 1 player
can marshal cards (i.e., play cards from his hand
to the play area by paying the printed gold cost
on the card) at a time, but other players can still
take “Marshalling:” or “Any Phase:” actions as
usual.
On your turn in the marshalling phase, you
must first determine your income by adding the
income on your revealed plot card to any income
bonuses provided by cards in play that you control. Then, take that number of gold tokens from
the Treasury, and place them near your House
card. This is your gold pool.
Income is determined at the beginning of your
turn, before any new cards are played. So if you
play any cards that provide income bonuses when
you count income, you will not add this bonus to
your total until you count income during the next
round’s marshalling phase.
Complete your marshalling actions by playing
cards from your hand and paying their gold cost
from your gold pool. When you pay gold from
your gold pool, you place the appropriate number
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of gold tokens back in the Treasury. You may
keep playing cards until you either run out of
gold, run out of cards to play, or choose to stop.
You may not want to spend all of your gold in the
marshalling phase, as it can be used throughout
the round to pay for effects, or to influence the
actions of the other players in the game. However, any card that you want to play from your hand
by paying its gold cost must be played during
your turn of the marshalling phase.
You may also attach duplicates to your unique
cards, at no gold cost (see “Duplicates,” page 19).
If, during marshalling, you wish to play a character, location, or attachment that is affiliated with
a different House, the gold cost to play that card
is increased by 2. This is called the gold penalty,
and it is the price that must be paid for playing
characters that are not loyal to your House. You
pay no gold penalty when playing neutral cards.
After a player has completed his marshalling
actions, opponents, in clockwise order, may
complete their marshalling actions, one at a time.
After all players have finished marshalling, proceed to the challenges phase.
Important Note: When a card is “put into play”
by an effect, it bypasses all restrictions, including paying any gold cost or penalty.
Marshalling example: Darrell, who is playing House Stark, is the first player and begins
his marshalling phase. His revealed plot card
provides 4 income, and he controls 4 locations

that provide a combined +4 income bonus. His
income for the round is 8 gold, so he takes 8 gold
tokens from the Treasury, creating his gold pool.
He chooses to play Eddard Stark (House Stark,
cost 4), and moves 4 gold tokens from his gold
pool, back into the treasury. Then, Darrell plays
Jon Snow (neutral, cost 3), and moves 3 gold
tokens from his gold pool, back into the treasury.
Darrell still has 1 gold token to spend, but has
no cards that cost just 1 gold, so he ends his
marshalling turn. The gold remains in his gold
pool until it is spent to pay for an effect, taken by
another player’s effect, or returned to the Treasury in the taxation phase.

Kneeling and Standing
When cards enter the game, they are placed faceup on the playing surface in front of the player
who played them, in what is called the standing
position. When a card has been “used” for something (primarily by participating in a challenge),
it is rotated 90 degrees clockwise to show this.
This is known as the kneeling position. Only
cards that are standing may be used for actions
that require kneeling; you cannot, for example,
challenge with an already kneeling character.

Phase 4: Challenges
Challenges are the three types of conflicts that
can be initiated between your House and an opponent’s House. Each type of challenge follows
the same general rules, but with different potential outcomes.
The goal of a military challenge (@) is
to kill an opponent’s characters.
The goal of an intrigue challenge (#)
is to attack an opponent’s choices.
The goal of a power challenge ($) is to
take an opponent’s power counters.
After the challenge phase begins, the first player
may initiate one of each type of challenge—military, intrigue, and power—against any opponent.
Challenges are resolved one at a time, in any
order chosen by the active player. Each challenge
must completely resolve before moving on to the
next. To clarify: During a player’s challenges
phase, he may initiate one military, one intrigue,
and one power challenge, in any order.
After the first player has initiated and resolved
all of his or her challenges, the opponent seated
clockwise may then initiate his challenges, and
so on. The player currently initiating challenges
is referred to as the active player.

Resolving Challenges
Each challenge must follow these steps:
1. Declare attackers
2. Declare defenders
Standing.

Kneeling.

3. Resolve
Before and between (but not during) each step,
players may play cards and use abilities that are
playable during the challenges phase.
Step 1: Declare attackers

First declare the type of challenge being initiated
(military, intrigue, or power), and which player
you are challenging. Then declare attackers by
kneeling any number of your characters that have
the corresponding challenge icon (or are enabled
to participate by some card effect). Already
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kneeling characters may not be declared as attackers. You must declare at least one attacking
character to initiate a challenge.
Step 2: Declare defenders

Darrell (House Lannister) initiates a military
challenge against Brian (House Stark), kneeling
Raff the Sweetling (STR 2) to attack.

The opponent you are challenging now has the
option to kneel any number of his or her characters that have the corresponding challenge icon
(or are enabled to participate by some card effect)
to defend against your challenge. Already kneeling characters may not be declared as defenders.
Your opponent must declare at least 1 defending
character in order to be considered defending
against a challenge.

Darrell’s revealed plot card has a claim value of
1. If Darrell wins this challenge, Brian will have
to choose and kill one of his own characters in
play. At this point, both players have the option
to take player actions, but they choose to wait
until after defenders are declared.

Step 3: Resolve

At this point, Darrell’s total STR is 2, and Brian’s
total STR is 4.

Add the total STR of the attacking characters.
This becomes the total attacking STR. Then add
the total STR of the defending characters. This
becomes the total defending STR.
The player whose side has the highest total STR
wins the challenge. Tied STR goes to the attacker, as long as the attacker has at least 1 total STR
on his side. (A challenge may not be won by an
attacker or defender whose total STR is less than
1, or who has no participating characters when
the challenge is resolved.)
If you win a challenge as the attacker, then the
following claim effect happens, depending on the
type of challenge initiated:
Military Challenge: The defending opponent
must choose and kill a number of his characters
in play equal to the claim value on the attacker’s
revealed plot card (these do not have to be characters who participated in the challenge). Killed
characters are placed in their owner’s dead pile.
Intrigue Challenge: The defending opponent
must discard, at random, a number of cards from
his hand equal to the claim value of the attacker’s
revealed plot card.
Power Challenge: The defending opponent takes
a number of power counters from his House
card equal to the claim value on the attacker’s
revealed plot card, and places them on the attacker’s House card.
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Example of a Challenge

Now they move to step 2: Declare defenders.
Brian kneels Grey Wind (STR 4) to defend.

Again, both players have the opportunity to take
player actions. Darrell now decides to play Insidious Ways, an event card with the text
“Challenges: Choose an attacking ^ character.
Until the end of the phase, that character gets
+2 STR. If you win the challenge, draw 2 cards.”
This effect raises Raff the Sweetling’s strength to
4. Not bad!
Neither Brian nor Darrell has any other cards or
effects to play, so they move to step 3: Resolve,
where the players compare the total STR on each
side of the challenge.
Darrell’s side has STR 4, and Brian’s side has
STR 4. Remember, that ties are won by the attacker, so Darrell has won this military challenge against Brian.
Darrell does not claim the bonus power for an
unopposed challenge, since Brian has a total
defending STR higher than zero.
Because he lost a military challenge as the
defender, Brian must now choose one of his
characters to be killed…and it seems that the
poor Sansa Stark is going to be the victim. Sansa
is removed from play and put into Brian’s dead
pile.
Brian may not play another copy of Sansa Stark
for the remainder of the game (as long as Sansa
is in Brian’s dead pile). If Sansa had a duplicate
attached, Brian could have chosen to discard the
duplicate to save Sansa from being killed.

Defender Wins?

Phase 5: Dominance (NEW)

If you win the challenge as the defender, no
claim effect takes place. (Card effects that are
triggered by a player “winning a challenge”
or “losing a challenge” can still be triggered.)
You are simply considered to have successfully
stopped the challenge against your House.

At the beginning of the dominance phase, all
players count the total combined STR of all of
their standing characters, and add 1 to this total
for each gold token in their gold pool. The player
with the highest value wins dominance and immediately claims 1 power for his or her House.
Power is awarded for dominance before any
player has an opportunity to take actions (such as
playing an event card that stands a knelt character or steals gold from another player’s gold
pool). No player wins dominance if there is a tie
for the highest value.

“Participating Characters”

Characters that are either attacking or defending in the current challenge are considered to be
participating in that challenge.
If for any reason a character is removed from that
challenge before challenge resolution, that character is no longer considered to be a participating
character.
Unopposed Challenges

During the “Resolve” step of any challenge, if
the attacker wins the challenge, and the defender
had a total STR of 0 (or no defending characters),
then the attacker claims 1 bonus power for his
or her House from the power pool. This bonus
power is in addition to all other effects of winning a challenge.
After all players have made their challenges,
proceed to the dominance phase.

Phase 6: Standing
All players simultaneously stand their kneeling
characters, locations, and attachments.

Phase 7: Taxation (NEW)
All players simultaneously move any unspent
gold tokens in their gold pool back to the treasury. After all players have completed the Taxation phase, a new round begins and play cycles
back to the plot phase.
At the end of the round, all titles are returned to
the Small Council Chamber on the game board,
and new titles are selected at the appropriate time
during the following plot phase. (Unless you are
playing in a three player game, see page 24.)
Other Uses For Gold (NEW)

Besides paying the gold cost of the cards you
play from your hand during the marshalling
phase, there are some reasons to save your gold
for use throughout the round.
Some cards have effects that require you to
pay gold outside of the marshalling phase. For
example, Tyrion Lannister reads: “Response:
After you win an # challenge or a challenge in
which Tyrion Lannister participated, pay 1 gold
to draw a card.” Gold must always be paid from
your gold pool, unless you are instructed otherwise by a card effect.
Other cards may interact with your gold pool in
a more passive manner. For example, Littlefinger
reads: “Littlefinger gets +1 STR for each gold in
your gold pool.” To take advantage of this
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ability, you will need to keep some gold in your
gold pool each round, and the more you keep,
the higher Littlefinger’s strength.
Any gold that is in your gold pool when you
count standing STR for dominance will add to
your count, so no gold will ever be completely
wasted.
Finally, there are some cards that allow you to
keep some of your gold from round to round. For
example, Looking Ahead reads: “Skip the taxation phase this round.” With cards like this, you
can plan for the future, and save up your gold for
one big turn.

Power and Victory
The game is immediately over when one player
has claimed 15 or more total power between
his or her House and/or characters in play. That
player wins the game.
If two or more players reach the victory condition simultaneously, the first player chooses
which of these players wins the game.
When you are instructed to “claim X power for
your House,” take X counters from the power
pool in the Throne Room (see “Game Setup”)
and place them on your House card.
When a card effect allows a character to claim
X power, take X counters from the power pool
and place them on the character card. Power
thus claimed is put on the character instead of
the House card. This counts towards your 15
power victory total, but does not count as power
on your House. If a character leaves play for any
reason, power on that character is discarded and
lost (placed back in the power pool).
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The Multiplayer Titles
Following is a detailed explanation of the terms,
symbols, restrictions and effects that are associated with the six Multiplayer titles.

Supports
If your title supports another title, you cannot
initiate challenges against the player holding that
title. In addition, when a player you support is attacked by another player, if the defending player
declares no defenders, you may declare any number of your own eligible characters as defenders
to that challenge. If your characters defend a
challenge in support of another player, you are
considered the winner (or loser, depending on the
results) of the challenge, but the original target
of the challenge is still responsible for any claim
that would need to be resolved. (If the attacker
wins, the player for whom you have declared defenders will still have to deal with the challenge’s
claim.) Stealth, if applicable, must be declared
against characters controlled by the player who is
the original target of the attack.
Example: Jamie (with the Master of Coin title)
supports Sara (with the Master of Laws title).
This means that Jamie cannot initiate challenges
against Sara, and that he can also declare defenders for any challenge initiated against Sara
that she cannot or does not defend.
Greg declares a military challenge against Sara,
and declares stealth on her only eligible defender. Sara declares no defenders to the challenge.
Since Jamie’s Master of Coin title supports
Sara’s Master of Laws title, he now has the option of declaring any of his eligible characters as
defenders for this challenge. Not wanting Greg
to claim a free power, Jamie takes advantage of
this option and declares one of his characters
as a defender. If Jamie wins the challenge, he is
considered the winning player for the purpose
of responses, passive effects, and keywords like
renown. If Jamie loses the challenge, he is considered the losing player for the purpose of responses, passive effects, and keywords. However,
Sara would still have to satisfy the claim of the
challenge if Jamie does not win as the defender.

Four of the six titles support another title as
depicted below:
Master of Laws supports Hand of the King.
Hand of the King supports Master of Whispers.
Master of Whispers supports Master of Coin.
Master of Coin supports Master of Laws.
On the game board, a title is positioned clockwise from the title it supports. Additionally, a
title’s curved arrow points to the title it supports.

Opposes
If your title opposes another title, you are rewarded for winning a challenge against the player
holding that title. If you win a challenge against
a player who chose a title that your title opposes,
you claim 1 power for your House in addition to
any other power you might claim for winning
that challenge. You cannot claim more than one
power per round in this manner.

Example: Master of Whispers reads “Opposes:
Master of Laws, Crown Regent.” If you chose
this title and you win a challenge against the
player who chose the Master of Laws, you claim
1 power for your House. For the rest of that
round, if you win another challenge against the
player who chose the Master of Laws, or if you
win a challenge against the player who chose
the Crown Regent, you may not claim additional
power through this effect.
The titles are opposed to one another in the following manner:
Hand of the King opposes Master of Coin.
Master of Coin opposes Hand of the King.
Master of Laws opposes Master of Whispers.
Master of Whispers opposes Master of Laws and
Crown Regent.
On the game board, a title is positioned opposite
the title it supports. Additionally, a title’s dark
arrow points to the title it opposes.
Crown Regent neither supports nor
opposes anyone.

Master of Whispers opposes both
Master of Laws and Crown Regent.

A title’s curved arrow points to the
title it supports.

A title’s dark arrow points to the
title it opposes.

Lord Commander of the
Kingsguard neither supports nor
opposes anyone.
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Title Effects
Crown Regent
If you choose this title, you
add 3 to your side’s total STR
in any $ challenge in which
you have at least one participating character.
This title also has a special
ability that allows you to
redirect one challenge each
round. After a player initiates a challenge and declares
a target and attackers, you
may use this title to make that
player choose a new target for
the attack! That player must choose a legal target.
If there are no other legal targets, the attack goes
through against the original target. Players can
never choose to attack themselves.

Hand of the King
If you choose this title, you
may use it once, at any time
throughout the round, to produce 2 influence.

Lord Commander of
the Kingsguard
If you choose this title, you add
3 to your side’s total STR in
any @ challenge in which you
have at least one participating
character.
This title also has a special
ability that allows you to
redirect against yourself one
undefended @ challenge each
round. When an opponent is
attacked by another opponent
in a @ challenge and decides
not to declare any defenders,
you can use this title to change the target of the
attack. The attacker cannot back out of the challenge, and any characters he declared as attackers against the original opponent are now
attacking you! If you win the challenge, you
move one power from the attacker’s House to
your own. Be careful, though, because if you lose
the challenge you will have to satisfy the attacker’s claim. If, for any reason, you are not a legal
target for the declared attack, you cannot use this
ability to redirect the challenge.

Master of Whispers
If you choose this title, you add
3 to your side’s total STR in
any # challenge in which you
have at least one participating
character.

Master of Laws
If you choose this title, you
draw an additional card when
you draw cards during the
draw phase. This additional
card does not count towards
your draw cap for the round.
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Master of Coin
If you choose this title, when
you count income during the
marshalling phase, you add two
to your total income.

Other Game Concepts
Unique Cards
Some cards have a banner icon (*) next to their
title. Such cards are unique. Each player may
only have one copy of a unique card in play.
Thus, you cannot put into play or take control of
a unique card which you already own or control
(except for duplicates, see below).
You also may not play or take control of a unique
card if there is a copy of that card in your dead
pile, or if your opponent has taken control of
another copy of that unique card from you.

Duplicates
If you have a duplicate (another card of the same
name) of a unique card in your hand but you already control and own a version of that card currently in play, you may attach the duplicate from
your hand to the unique card in play, for no gold
cost, during your marshalling. Do this by simply
placing the duplicate under the version already in
play. (You control a card you have played as long
as no opponent has taken control of that card
through the use of an effect. A card you own is
one you brought to the game.)
If one of your unique cards is about to be killed,
discarded from play, or returned to your hand
or deck, as a triggered “Response:” effect (see
later), you may discard an attached duplicate to
save the unique card from being killed, discarded, or returned to your hand or deck.

Duplicates, once they have been played, are not
considered attachments. That is, although they
are attached to a character, they are not affected
by effects that specifically affect attachments.
Duplicates have no text, titles, or traits. Duplicates may only be played on unique cards that
you control and own. A card attached in this way
is thus only considered to be a “duplicate card”
while it is actually in play and attached to a version of itself.
You may have more than one duplicate attached
to a single card.

Multiple Character Versions
Different versions of unique cards (i.e., cards
that have the same name but different stats and
effects) are considered to be the same unique
card (and thus only one version may be in play
on your side at any one time). If you are playing
with multiple versions of a unique card, and have
the option to play a different version as a duplicate, only the abilities of the first card played
(i.e., the card on top) are in effect. You cannot
switch a card with its duplicate.

Multi-house Cards
Some cards have two (or more) House shields
printed on them instead of just one. This indicates that it is a Multi-house card. Multi-house
cards are considered to be affiliated with two or
more Houses, as indicated by their shields, for all
game purposes.
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Keywords
Some cards have keywords in their texts. They
always appear at the top of the rules text, on a
line by themselves. Keywords are explained in
detail below.

Deadly
During a challenge, if the attacking player controls the most participating characters with the
“Deadly” keyword, the defending player must
choose and kill a defending participating character after the challenge resolves.

Deathbound
Cards with the “Deathbound” keyword are
placed in the dead pile whenever they would otherwise be placed in the discard pile from play.
Event cards with the Deathbound keyword are
placed in the dead pile only after they are successfully played from their owner’s hand. If
the effects of an event with the “Deathbound”
keyword are canceled, that event is placed in its
owner’s discard pile.

Immunity
Some cards have an Immunity keyword, such
as “Immune to character abilities,” “Immune to
triggered effects,” or “Immune to events.” A card
with immunity ignores the effects of card types
to which it is immune. Additionally, a card cannot be chosen as the target of any effect to which
it is immune.

Limited
You may play only one card (of any type) with
the “Limited” keyword per round.
Note that some cards have a “Limited Response:” action, which is not the same thing as
the Limited keyword. As noted on the cards,
each player cannot trigger more than one “Limited Response:” per round.

No Attachments
A card with the text “No Attachments” may not
have any attachments on it at any time. Note that
duplicates, however, may be played on unique
cards with the text “No Attachments,” since duplicates are not considered to be attachments.

Renown
If you win a challenge (either as attacker or
defender), each of your participating characters
with the “Renown” keyword claims 1 power
after the challenge resolves.

Stealth
For each of your attacking characters with the
“Stealth” keyword, you may choose, before defenders are declared, a character without Stealth
on the defending side. That character may not
defend during this challenge.

Setup
Cards with the “Setup” keyword may be played
during step 5 of the Game Setup.
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House Specific Keywords

Vengeful (>)

Ambush (~)

After you lose a challenge as the defender, you
may stand any number of cards with the “Vengeful” keyword that you control.

You may put a card with the “Ambush” keyword
into play from your hand as an “Any Phase:”
action, by paying its printed gold cost with
influence.

Infamy (^)
When you claim power or move power to your
House, you may place it on any card with the
“Infamy” keyword instead of placing it on your
House. Power on a card with “Infamy” does
count towards your victory total, regardless of
the card’s type.

Intimidate (_)
While a character with the “Intimidate” keyword
is attacking, characters with a lower STR than
that character do not count their STR for that
challenge.

Vigilant (&)
After you win a challenge as the attacker, you
may stand any number of cards with the “Vigilant” keyword that you control.

Keywords From Prior Card Sets
If you are playing with players who have cards
from older sets, you may encounter keywords or
symbols that you would not otherwise see in the
Core Game. A complete explanation for these
older keywords and symbols can be found in the
support section of our website:
www.AGameofThrones.com

Stalwart (%)
When a card with the “Stalwart” keyword is
killed or discarded from play, it is placed on the
top of its owner’s deck instead of being placed in
the dead or discard pile.
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Expert Rules

The Draw Cap

When playing A Game of Thrones, you will
occasionally encounter situations that require a
more detailed explanation. Below you will find
the answers to many of the more complex situations that can arise during game play.

Players cannot draw, by any card effect, more
than 3 additional cards in addition to the 2 cards
drawn during the draw phase. Thus, each player
draws 2 cards during the draw phase as normal, and through card effects may draw up to a
maximum of 3 additional cards in the course of
a single round. Note that only effects that contain the word “draw” are considered under this
restriction.

Playing Cards
You are only allowed to play characters, locations, and attachments from your hand by paying
their printed gold cost during your turn of the
marshalling phase.
Event cards may be played, and card abilities
may be used, at any time during the phase stated
in their text. If a card ability states “Any Phase:”
then the ability may be used during any phase of
the game.

“In Play”
All non-plot cards in the game are considered
“in play” except for a) cards in your House deck,
b) cards in your discard and dead piles, c) your
agenda (if any), d) any card that has been “removed from the game” and e) the cards in your
hand.

Removed from Game
Some effects remove cards from the game. These
cards are completely removed from the playing
area, and have no further interaction with that
game.

High-claim Military Challenges
If, during a military challenge, the defending
player loses a challenge, and the attacking player
has a claim of 2 or higher, the defending player
must kill the required number of different characters, all at once. Thus, the defender may not
choose to kill the same character multiple times,
even if that character could be saved.

Actions and Passive Abilities
Taking an action is defined as playing a card
(including the playing of any card during the
marshalling phase, by the active player, for which
a gold payment is required) or using the ability of
a card already in play (responses do not count as
actions).
The effects of each action are completely resolved immediately after they are announced.
Once an action has completely resolved, another
action may be taken. Note that you may take
actions during any player’s turn as long as your
card allows for its effect to be executed at that
time.
The first player always has the option to take
the first action of each phase (but is not allowed
to play a character, attachment, or location card
during the marshalling phase, unless it is his
turn). After a player’s action resolves, he must
allow each opponent (in clockwise order) the opportunity to take an action or pass. A player may
not take another action until all opponents have
taken an action or passed.
A passive ability is a card effect that takes place
automatically, without action from any player.
Some passive abilities are automatically initiated
at a certain time, while others may be lasting
effects (see later). Actions and passive abilities
are not interchangeable: If a card has a passive
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ability, resolving that ability is not considered
taking an action by the player. Passive abilities
are always resolved before player actions may
take place. (If two or more passive abilities are
initiated at the same moment, they are resolved
in the order determined by the First Player.)

Responses
Some card abilities, instead of listing the phase
in which they may be used, have a “Response:”
label. These abilities may only be used specifically when the card in question states they may
be used. Responses resolve before the next action
may be taken.
Response opportunities always begin with the
player to the left of the player who initiated the
action to which a player wishes to respond, and
proceed clockwise from that player.

Save/Cancel Responses
Normally, when a player takes an action, either
through playing a card or choosing to trigger
the ability of a card already in play, the effects
of that action are completely resolved before
another action can be taken. The exception to
this is a response action that contains the words
cancel or save.
Cancel responses are special effects that interrupt an action and prevent its effects from resolving. However, any costs of the canceled action
must still be paid.

Lasting Effects
Most effects last only for the duration of one
action (immediately after being triggered), but
some effects last for a set period of time, or even
indefinitely. Effects that last for longer than a
single action are considered lasting effects.
Multiple lasting effects may affect the same card
at the same time. The order in which the lasting
effects take place is irrelevant, since the net sum
of all lasting effects is applied to the character.
Example: Tyrion Lannister is simultaneously
affected by both Insidious Ways, which gives him
+2 STR, and by Poisoned Wine, which gives him
-2 STR. The net modifier affecting Tyrion Lannister is 0 STR (2 - 2 = 0). He is then left with his
base STR of 3.
If a character’s STR is ever lower than 0 after all
effects are applied, its STR is rounded up to 0.
Any time a new modifier is added to the mix, reevaluate to net sum from scratch before applying
it to the base STR.

For your Reference
Advanced timing rules, flow charts, frequently
asked questions, card notes, clarifications, and
errata can be found in the FAQ document on the
support section of our website:
www.AGameofThrones.com

Example: David kneels 3 influence to play the
event card Lords of the Narrow Sea, but Greg
responds by playing Countered Plots, an event
that cancels the effects of Lords of the Narrow
Sea. The effect of Lords of the Narrow Sea does
not take place, but the event is still considered
played and David’s 3 influence remains spent.
Save responses are special effects that interrupt
and prevent the killing or discarding of a card in
play. However, any costs of the killing/discarding
action must still be paid.
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Tournament Play and
Deck Construction Rules

Game Variants

Much of the enjoyment of playing the A Game
of Thrones card game lies in customizing your
own deck, and competing in organized tournament play. When constructing your deck for a
sanctioned tournament, the following rules apply.
These are the rules for standard tournament play,
and following them will allow you to enjoy the
game in its optimal form. It is possible to play
the game casually with decks of other sizes and
specifications, as long as all players have customized their decks under the same set of guidelines.

When playing a three player game, multiplayer
title cards are not returned to the title pool until
the end of a game round in which the title pool is
empty. This means that in the first game round,
the players each select one of the six titles, leaving three titles unclaimed, still in the pool. The
selected titles are not returned at the end of the
first game round, and in the second game round
the players will choose from the three titles they
did not select in the first game round. (These titles replace their previously selected titles.) Then,
at the end of the second game round, all six titles
are returned to the pool for possible selection in
the third game round.

• Your plot deck must contain exactly seven
cards, and may not contain any duplicate plot
cards.
• Your House deck must contain at least 60 cards,
and may not contain more than three copies of a
card.
• Your plot deck and your House deck may not
contain any card that contains the words “House
X only,” unless House X is the House you are
playing (i.e., the House denoted on your House
card).

Three Players

Two Players
The two player game is played in the same manner as the four player game, but without the use
of the titles. When playing against a single opponent, bypass step two (select titles) of the plot
phase, and proceed to the draw phase after both
plot cards have resolved.

“Two on Two” Variant
“Two on two” play is played with two teams of
two players each, with partners sitting across
from one another. The first team to score 30
power, in any combination, wins the game. In
other words, if one player collects 28 power, and
that player’s partner collects 2, that team wins
the game.
For the purpose of resolving card effects, the
other player on your team is considered your
partner, but not your opponent. Any card that
refers to “you” only affects you, any card that
affects “an opponent” or “all opponents” can
only affect the players on the other team, and any
card that affects “all players” affects you, your
partner, and your opponents.
You cannot, for any reason, initiate a challenge
against your partner.
Two on two play does not use the multiplayer
title cards.
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“Littlefinger” Variant
In the “Littlefinger” variant, players can also use
their gold to influence (some might say “bribe”)
the actions of the other players in the game. This
is because, in this variant, gold can be offered
and exchanged between players, for any reason,
during any phase other than the marshalling
phase. (This restriction is essential to prevent
players from pooling their gold before they
marshal.)
The only catch is that money must always be
paid in advance of the desired action (or inaction). Players can negotiate deals at any time, but
it should not be employed as a tactic to stall and
slow down the game, or to intentionally irritate
another player.
Also, remember that this is A Game of Thrones,
and players can (and will!) back out of deals,
even after money has changed hands. So proceed
with caution!
Negotiation can be a powerful tool, as long as
you remember that every deal you honor (and
dishonor) is going to carry consequences of its
own. If you and one other player are continuously making deals and exchanging gold, you
may eventually force the rest of the table into an
alliance against you!
Multiplayer titles are used in the “Littlefinger”
variant.

A Game of Thrones
Community
Fantasy Flight Games sponsors organized play
around the world and supplies prizes for regular tournaments. For more information about
organized play, as well as message boards, rules
discussions, and tournament listings, visit:
www.AGameofThrones.com

A Game of Thrones World Champions
2003 Casey Galvan
2004 Greg Atkinson
2005 John Bruno
2006 Matt Ley
2007 Sam Tham
The World Championships for the A Game of
Thrones card game are held each summer at
GenCon Indianapolis.
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Christian T. Petersen
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Graphic Design: Andrew Navaro
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To George R.R. Martin. As always, you are our
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To our intrepid playtesters. Every year there are
more and more of you, and on every set you work
even harder. Thank you, thank you, thank you.
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Additional Products
Your experience with the A Game of Thrones card game has only just begun! Customize your decks,
your strategy, and your overall experience of the A Song of Ice and Fire universe with the following
sets.

A Time of Ravens Chapter Pack Series
The latest Chapter Pack series for the A Game of Thrones card game consists of six different packs
of 40 fixed cards each. The ravens of Westeros take to the sky, carrying tidings of hardship, strife,
conflict, and the onset of Winter. An entirely new “Summer and Winter” mechanic brings the unique
seasons of George R.R. Martin’s series to the game for the first time, and nothing will be the same.
Winter is Coming!

Chapter 1: A Song of Summer
“The smallfolk say that the last year of summer is always the hottest. It is not so, yet ofttimes it feels that way, does it not? On days
like this, I envy you northerners your summer
snows.” —Grand Maester Pycelle
Available August 2008

Chapter 2: The Winds of Winter
“I can feel it in these old bones of mine, and
Maester Aemon agrees. The cold winds are rising. Summer is at an end, and a winter is coming
such as this world has never seen.” —Old Bear
Mormont
Available August 2008
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Chapter 3: A Change of Seasons
As the warm embrace of summer releases its
grip to the harsh winds of winter, the continent
of Westeros is in turmoil. The change of seasons
will send the timid and the weak into hiding,
longing for better times. But for the cunning, the
opportunistic, and the bold, the chaos surrounding the onset of winter will be seen as the means
to power!
Available September 2008

Chapter 4: The Raven’s Song
With the onset of winter, the songs of ravens
fill the sky. As the nights grow darker and the
winds blow colder, the maesters and stewards
of Westeros have taken to their castle rookeries,
sending forth a flock of messenger birds with
schemes and tidings that will shape the future of
the realm.
Available October 2008

Chapter 5: Refugees of War
The only thing worse than a long winter is a
long winter of war. For the people of Westeros,
however, this is their unfortunate reality. Brutal
cold, a dearth of food and shelter, and a relentless conflict have driven the population of the
realm to a desperate, refugee status. In times like
these, if you are not equipped to prey upon the
weak, your only recourse is to pray for your very
survival.
Available November 2008

Chapter 6: Scattered Armies
Harsh conditions and ceaseless conflict has worn
down the armies of the Great Houses of Westeros, and the survivors are scattered across the
land. Yet some hope remains as reinforcements
and reserves enter the fray. Some armies may
retreat, others may regroup, and others will forge
ahead. The epic battle for the Iron Throne rages
on, and it has only just begun.
Available December 2008
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A Clash of Arms Chapter Pack Series
The first Chapter Pack series for the A Game of Thrones card game consists of six different packs of
40-fixed cards each. Embark upon a narrative exploration of the War of Five Kings by following each
release of the A Clash of Arms Chapter Pack series.

Chapter 1: The War of Five Kings
The five kings have summoned their mighty
hosts, and their queens are protected by guardian
knights. The realm is past the time for treaties;
the hope for peace is lost. Now is the time for the
champions of Westeros to prove their worth on
the field of battle. Now is the time for war.

Chapter 2: Ancient Enemies
The only good enemy is a dead enemy, but there
is always one whose death is the most satisfying
of all. Ancient rivalries have developed into passionate hatreds that guide the actions of the great
Houses of Westeros throughout the War of Five
Kings. The day of reckoning has arrived, and
there are debts to pay...

Chapter 3: Sacred Bonds
The lone wolf dies, but the pack survives. With
the realm in chaos, the leaders of the great
Houses of Westeros are desperately searching for
allies they can trust. Family honor, sacred oaths,
and ties that are deeper than blood are invoked,
because in Westeros, you are only as strong as
those who watch your back.
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Chapter 4: Epic Battles
The military battles of the War of Five Kings
come to life as the warring factions clash in epic
fashion. With control over where and when the
battles takes place, players can shape the field
to their liking. But take heed! In the game of
thrones, it is possible to win every battle, but still
lose the war!

Chapter 5: The Battle of Ruby Ford
“But Rhaegar lost on the Trident. He lost the
battle, he lost the war, he lost the kingdom, and
he lost his life. His blood swirled down-river with
the rubies from his breastplate, and Robert the
Usurper rode over his corpse to steal the Iron
Throne.” —Ser Jorah Mormont

Chapter 6: Calling the Banners
The dust has settled upon a battlefield soaked
with blood, but the war carries on. Shattered
armies and broken men have been driven from
the conflict, and the Great Houses of Westeros
are once again in need of champions. Who will
rise up to answer the call?
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Iron Throne Edition Booster Set
The beloved Iron Throne Edition was both a
return to the game’s early years and the dawn of
a new era for the A Game of Thrones card game.
A distinct “back to Westeros” flavor brought
the nostalgia, while new mechanics and deckbuilding options provided the most exciting and
expansive game experience yet offered.
The 240 cards of the Iron Throne Edition booster
set are sold in 11-card, randomly collated booster
packs. A booster display contains 36 packs.

A House of Thorns Booster Set
The Tyrells of Highgarden take center stage, as
Margaery, Mace, and the Queen of Thorns herself attempt to bend the strengths of House Lannister and House Baratheon to their own ends.
“At Highgarden, we have many spiders amongst
the flowers. So long as they keep to themselves
we let them spin their little webs, but if they get
underfoot we step on them...”
The 140 cards of the A House of Thorns booster
set are sold in 11-card, randomly collated booster
packs. A booster display contains 36 packs.

A House of Talons Booster Set
“As High as Honor,” the noble Arryns sit aloof
and apart, behind the protective walls of their
mountain fortress, the Eyrie. Lysa Arryn, Bronze
Yohn Royce, and the little Lord Robert are forced
to contend with the warring clans of the Vale and
the politics of the realm beyond when Petyr “Littlefinger” Baelish and Alayne Stone come to call.
The 140 cards of the A House of Talons booster
set are sold in 11-card, randomly collated booster
packs. A booster display contains 36 packs.
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Five Kings Edition Booster Set
The Five Kings Edition brings the great military
battles, intrigue gambits, and power struggles
of Westeros to the fore. This set introduces new
strategies, tactics, and agendas for each of the
six Great Houses along with updated versions
of your favorite characters, including powerful
kings and queens, from George R.R. Martin’s
bestselling A Song of Ice and Fire fantasy novels.
The 240 cards of the Five Kings Edition booster
set are sold in 11-card, randomly collated booster
packs. A booster display contains 36 packs.
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For years, readers have thrilled to the saga of Westeros as told in George R.R.
Martin’s best-selling A Song of Ice and Fire series, riveted by the unfolding
story of the struggle for the Iron Throne of the Seven Kingdoms and the
many lives and families caught up in it. Green Ronin Publishing is proud
to bring adventure gaming back to Westeros in 2008 with A Song of Ice
and Fire Roleplaying!

CORE RULEBOOK: AUGUST
PERIL AT KING’S LANDING ADVENTURE: SEPTEMBER
CAMPAIGN GUIDE: OCTOBER
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